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Is stent insertion for obstructing colon cancer a good
prognostic factor in long-term oncologic outcomes in
symptomatic obstructive colon cancer?
Sung Uk Bae
Department of Surgery, Dongsan Medical Center, Keimyung University School of Medicine, Daegu, Korea

Although obstructive colon cancer can often be treated with first-stage resection with primary
anastomosis, the results of the oncological outcome of using stenting as a bridge of surgery in the literature
are still controversial. Stent insertion for obstructed cancer provides an opportunity for bowel preparation
and makes preoperative work-up and clinical staging possible. However, although stenting is becoming a
more frequent treatment modality, studies with a significant number of patients acting as a bridge between
surgery are still lacking. In this issue of Journal of Minimally Invasive Surgery, the study by Kim et al.
highlights the efficacy of stent insertion as the initial treatment and analyzed the prognostic factors in
symptomatic obstructive colon cancer. The study demonstrated that emergent surgery, vascular invasion,
and omitting adjuvant chemotherapy were independent poor prognostic factors in long-term oncologic
outcomes suggested that stent insertion should be considered an initial treatment for symptomatic
obstructive colon cancer.
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Approximately 80% of colonic obstruction is due to colorectal
malignancy [1,2], and 10% to 30% of patients with colorectal
carcinoma present with acute obstruction that requires urgent
decompression at initial presentation [3,4]. The mortality and
morbidity rates of emergency operation in such cases are 7%
and 30%, respectively, and only 60% of patients who underwent
Hartmann procedure can achieve colostomy closure [1,5].
After the introduction of colonic stents to relieve acute colonic
obstruction by Dohmoto [6] in 1991, self-expanding metal stents
(SEMS) have been increasingly used as a bridge to subsequent
elective surgery. SEMS measure stabilization time, the detailed
examination required for patient health, improvement of patient
nutritional status, appropriate preoperative staging time to avoid
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unnecessary surgical exploration, evaluation of the proximal colon via colonoscopy, and selective definitive surgery to increase
the likelihood of primary anastomosis.
SEMS for obstructed colon cancer provides an opportunity for
bowel preparation and makes preoperative workup and clinical
staging possible. However, although stenting is becoming a more
frequent treatment modality, studies with a significant number
of patients are still lacking. In this issue of the Journal of Minimally Invasive Surgery, the study by Kim et al. [7] highlights the
efficacy of stent insertion as an initial treatment and analyzes
the prognostic factors in symptomatic obstructive colon cancer.
Although obstructive colon cancer can often be treated by
first-stage resection with primary anastomosis, results demon-
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strating the oncological outcomes of using stenting as a bridge
to surgery are still controversial. A preclinical study reported a
significant increase in cytokeratin 20 messenger RNA expression
and suggested that stenting could spread malignant cells into the
circulation [8]. The European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy clinical guidelines recommend the use of stents in young,
healthy patients with potentially treatable left malignant colonic
obstruction. This was recommended because stenting without
reducing postoperative mortality in the general population may
be associated with an increased risk of tumor recurrence [9]. According to a meta-analysis published in 2015, the 5-year overall
survival (OS) rates in the bridge-to-surgery group and the emergency surgery group were 57.2% and 67.1%, respectively [10]. In
addition, the 5-year progression-free survival of the stent insertion and emergency surgery groups in the five studies was 48.4%
and 59.0%, respectively, and there was no significant difference
between the two groups. In Kim et al.’s study [7], SEMS insertion
showed a similar rate of 5-year disease-free survival (DFS) and
recurrence and better OS compared to those of emergent surgery
(5-year DFS rate: 74.4% vs. 71.4%, p = 0.464; recurrence: 26.2% vs.
28.6%, p = 0.755; OS rate: 58.7% vs. 71.4%, p = 0.024). These results
ref lected the oncologic safety of the surgery following the stent
approach and suggested that surgery following stent insertion
could be a promising alternative strategy for obstructed colon
cancer.
Colonic obstruction was considered a relative contraindication to laparoscopic surgery due to the poor surgical field from
intestinal distension and the potential for damage to the fragile
intestine. In Kim et al.’s study [7], the rate of left-sided colon cancer (83.9% vs. 54.8%, p < 0.001), laparoscopic approach (55.4% vs.
23.8%, p < 0.001), and an adequate lymph node harvest number
of more than 12 (93.5% vs. 69.0%, p < 0.001) were significantly
higher in the stent insertion group than the emergent surgery
group. Kim et al. [11] reported that the laparoscopic group received adjuvant chemotherapy at a somewhat greater rate than
the open group (66.2% vs. 59.4%, p < 0.01). They also reported a
better 2-year OS rate for laparoscopic surgery than open surgery
(81.9% vs. 73.2%, p < 0.01) in the treatment of colon cancer. These
results suggest that the stent-laparoscopy approach seemed to be
associated with greater rates of compliance for adjuvant chemotherapy.
For patients who have undergone resection, which could potentially cure colon cancer, the benefits of adjuvant therapy have
been most clearly demonstrated in stage III disease [12,13]. In
Kim et al.’s study [7], the rate of adjuvant chemotherapy (81.5% vs.
61.9%, p = 0.006) was significantly higher in the SEMS insertion
group, and emergent surgery, vascular invasion, and omitting
adjuvant chemotherapy were independent poor prognostic factors in the 5-year OS. These results suggest that adjuvant chemotherapy plays a significant role in the setting of stent insertion
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following curative resection for obstructed colon cancer. Recent
publications, including Kim et al.’s study [7] on this issue, support
the use of stent insertion as an initial treatment for symptomatic
obstructive colon cancer and suggest that adjuvant chemotherapy should be performed after surgery, especially when lymph
node metastasis or vascular invasion is identified.
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